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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright dear ones. We are going to begin with a beautiful violet flame coming up from the Earth,
transmuting and transforming the prior energies. Prior energies meaning that a New Era has been
initiated that ties somewhat with my message from the week before, which was that the “Spiritual
Vote Counts”. And happily many spiritually based people, meaning New Age as well as those who
just love Peace, Brotherhood and Sisterhood, and really want to work together as Oneness,
physically turned out to vote. And what you have created is a New Era.
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So now our focus here is transmuting or transforming the very end of that old era and making way
for the new. And then we also want to smooth out the energy so that groups begin to work
together well, rather than you know, in fighting and one group working against another group, etc.
So we are looking for that unification, sometimes I term it very simply, World Servers Unite.
And that uniting can look any number of ways. It certainly is a preservation of the individuality,
which is a God given presence, and it is also something that I would say is also a synthesis of
higher desires, or higher purpose.
So you might take one individual even if they have an abrasive personality or something. Then
you take another one who has a very easy going personality. And then you go all the way up into
their higher Selves which might be soul or monad consciousness, and ultimately they both want
the exact same thing.
So what is happening within Humanity is World Servers Unite for World Peace. Everything is being
elevated upward toward that synthesis of “We all want the same thing. We all want Divine Love.
We all want to coexist peacefully and take very good care of our planet.”
So this is the marker of a New Era that says “We are ready for this now.”
Now, while I am on that topic, I would include prayers for safekeeping of those who will bring
about the change, keeping in mind that historically, change has not usually been welcomed. You
know, even when “The world is round versus flat”, change was not welcomed. It was met with a
great deal of resistance and sometimes punishment and death. So what we want to do is focus on
those who bring about the change at any level. It might just be someone in the neighborhood or a
particular law maker or a whole group. Whatever it is, pray that those people are kept safe as they
Unite in World Service.
Alright. I want to also remind you we have just had Neptune going direct, we are about to have
Pluto go direct, and we are going to be working with some very intensive energies in the month of
November because of those two occurrences. But the major one would be November 26, Pluto
going direct in Capricorn.
Personally, this is a time to say within your own consciousness, “What old lesson have I not yet
finished?” or “What fear do I have remaining that still lets in the door a little bit maybe for me to
be victimized or to feel wounded or in any way that is not aligned within my Divine Self.
This is the last little bit of opportunity to clean up that little bit of Pluto lesson.
So keep your spirits high. If a little bit of depression or a little bit of “Oh why bother?” starts
coming in, I want you to re-attune and go to the rest of the World Servers. Unite with them
energetically and get that booster shot. You know like “Oh yes, I am renewed now. I remember
we are all here for a certain plan unfolding and we are working together. It’s not just certain
other people doing it. I am involved too and I’ve got my second wind now and I can move
forward.”
I offer many words of encouragement for all of the Lightworkers now, and congratulations for
hanging in there for this long. This particular turning point is quite a big marker in history.
Now your work is -- stay united energetically and keep protection around those who create change,
including yourself, and keep moving forward.
All right dear ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
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